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When robots dream of 
robots teaching: 

(un)dreaming the smart 
university 



Not all the… 

may be 
If “Belief in progress is the Prozac of the thinking 
classes” (Gray, 2004, p. 3) – then how do we talk 

about technology, higher education, inequalities and 
social justice? 
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Points of departure: Disclaimer (1) 



“Knowledge [and technology] is not an unmixed good; it 
can be as much a curse as a blessing” (p. 70) 
 
“Human beings use the power of scientific knowledge to 
assert and defend the values and goals they already have. 
New technologies can be used to alleviate suffering and 
enhance freedom. They can, and will, also be used to wage 
war and strengthen tyranny” (p. 106) 
 

Gray, J. (2004). Heresies. Against progress and other illusions. London: Granta Books 

Points of departure: Disclaimer (2) 
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Educational technology “needs to be understood as a knot 
of social, political, economic and cultural agendas that is 
riddled with complications, contradictions and conflicts”    

 (Selwyn, 2014, p. 6) 



What happens when you ‘add’ technology to existing and 
historical, as well as intergenerational asymmetries of/in 
power? 
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How do we 
see 
technology 
in our 
schools, 
universities 
and society? 



Image credit: http://www.goodreads.com/book/show/13587160-to-save-everything-click-here 

#Revolution #HigherEd 



Should robots 
replace teachers? 

It is not a ‘yes’ or ‘no’  
answer… What is crucial to 
answer is :  
 
“What computers can (and 
can’t) [and should not be 
allowed to do] in education? 
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Let us put our question in context… 

Should robots replace teachers? 



Source credit: https://time.com/5581483/time-cover-south-africa/ 



Source credit: https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/07/africa/south-africa-elections-inequality-intl/index.html 



Source credit: https://edition.cnn.com/2019/05/07/africa/south-africa-elections-inequality-intl/index.html Photo by Alex Knight on Unsplash 



Source credit: https://www.africaportal.org/publications/vulnerability-in-employment-evidence-from-south-africa/ 
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Google Trend analysis: 2015-2019 



Source credit: https://mg.co.za/article/2019-09-05-what-does-fourth-industrial-revolution-even-mean 



Source credit: https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2016/01/the-fourth-industrial-revolution-what-it-means-and-how-to-respond/ 

2016 
There has never been a time of greater promise, or 

one of greater potential peril 

First imaginary… 
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… -> 



Source: https://www.euronews.com/2019/09/10/south-africa-wants-to-lead-the-fourth-industrial-revolution 



One of the biggest challenges in South Africa's transition 
into the Fourth Industrial Revolution is organised labour's 
pleas to protect jobs, which cannot be done, Reserve Bank 
Governor Lesetja Kganyago has said. 

Source credit: https://www.fin24.com/Economy/kganyago-on-4ir-we-cant-protect-jobs-but-we-can-protect-people-
20190906 



Source credit: https://staff.unisa.ac.za/sites/intranet/default/News-&-Communications/E–News/4IR-deepening-inequalities-in-South-
Africa 

Dr Nzimande said the promises and perils of 4IR should bring perspective 
into both social and ecological imperatives for a more equitable and 
sustainable future. ‘In shaping the trajectory of this 4IR, we need knowledge 
and skills that will benefit the poor and working class,’ he said. ‘The first 
observation to make is that its loudest proponents talk about the “new 
tech” mainly in optimistic terms, only focusing on its promises, not its perils, 
whereas the “dark side” of the 4IR are not acknowledged.’ 



Source credit: https://www.dailymaverick.co.za/article/2019-07-25-what-can-the-fourth-industrial-revolution-
learn-from-the-third-industrial-revolution/ 

Unless we can learn the lessons from previous revolutions, we risk 
adopting an ‘add AI and stir’ approach towards our current problems. 



Source credit: https://unwin.wordpress.com/2019/03/09/why-the-notion-of-a-fourth-industrial-revolution-
is-so-problematic/ 



Source credit: https://unwin.wordpress.com/2019/03/09/why-the-notion-of-a-fourth-industrial-revolution-
is-so-problematic/ 

Technology is designed by people for particular purposes 
that serve very specific interests.  It is these that change 
the world, and not the technology.  

The interests underlying the so called Fourth Industrial Revolution are largely 
the same as those driving the economic, social and political systems of the 
previous 400 years: market expansion and a reduction of labour costs through 
the use of technology.  It is these interests, rather than the technologies 
themselves that are of most importance. 



Source credit: https://unwin.wordpress.com/2019/03/09/why-the-notion-of-a-fourth-industrial-revolution-
is-so-problematic/ 

In an increasingly unequal world, the way to create greater equality cannot be 
through the use of the technologies that have created those inequalities in the 
first place.  Rather, to change the global balance of power, there needs to be a 
history that focuses on the lives of the poorest and most marginalised, rather than 
one that glorifies élites in the interests of maintaining their hold over power.  

Most historical accounts of industrial revolutions likewise focus on male innovators and 
industrialists, and yet women played a very significant part in shaping the outcomes of 
these technological changes, not least in their roles as workers and as mothers.  Not only 
are accounts of industrial revolutions élite histories, they are mainly also male 
histories.  



Source credit: https://unwin.wordpress.com/2019/03/09/why-the-notion-of-a-fourth-industrial-revolution-
is-so-problematic/ 

The interests of those shaping these technologies are not primarily 
in changing the basis of our society into a fairer and more equal 
way of living together, but rather they are in competing to ensure 
their dominance and wealth as far as possible into the future. […] 
 
The Fourth Industrial Revolution is in large part a conspiracy to 
shape the world ever more closely in the imagination of a small, 
rich, male and powerful élite. 



As former FNB CEO 
Michael Jordaan, 
tweeted this week “An 
app can’t go on strike.”  

Source credit: 
https://www.fin24.com/Opinion/Columnists/bank
-workers-cant-strike-tomorrow-but-their-revolt-
against-the-robots-has-just-begun-20190926 



Source credit: https://www.smh.com.au/education/software-never-has-a-day-off-sick-fears-teachers-could-be-replaced-by-robots-
20190905-p52ocn.html 
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How do we speak 
about technology in a 

time where our 
discourses in South 

African higher 
education seem to be 

frozen when facing 
the Medusa of the 4th 

Industrial revolution 
and its claims, its task 

teams and its snake 
oil?  



The story about disruption and technology that is 
not told 

“The problem with the cult of technology is not that 
it exaggerates the power that comes with the 
practical application of scientific knowledge. It is 
that it if forgets the unregenerate human beings 
that use it”  (p. 120) 
 

Gray, J. (2004). Heresies. Against progress and other illusions. London: 
Granta Books 



Smart cities, smart campuses and smart 
classrooms 

Image credit: https://pxhere.com/en/photo/1575607 



Retrieved from https://www.iotforall.com/what-is-smart-city/ 



“As sensors become ubiquitous and more data is collected and 
analyzed, elected officials will gain a radically granular 
understanding of the city’s needs. They’ll be able to collaborate 
with engaged citizens in designing social and physical 
interventions that better meet everyone’s needs. Moreover, 
administrators and technologists can design responsive systems 
that automatically adjust to the specific needs of citizens 
without constant oversight, cutting both costs and human error. 
As the city’s needs change over the hours, years, and 
generations, the city will begin to respond like an intelligent 
organism.” Retrieved from https://www.iotforall.com/what-is-smart-city/ 



Retrieved from https://www.theguardian.com/commentisfree/2019/may/19/as-surveillance-culture-grows-
can-we-even-hope-to-escape-its-reach 



Source credit: https://www.businessinsider.com/china-social-credit-system-punishments-and-rewards-explained-
2018-4?IR=T 



Source credit: https://www.ft.com/content/bf5949f2-96ab-11e9-8cfb-30c211dcd229 



Source credit: https://knowledge.wharton.upenn.edu/article/whats-behind-backlash-smart-cities/ 





The Smart Campus actively learns from and adapts to the needs of its people and place, 
unlocking the potential of e technology and enabling world-changing learning and 
research. 

Retrieved from https://futurecities.catapult.org.uk/project/smart-campus-university-of-glasgow/ 



Retrieved from 
https://www2.
mmu.ac.uk/isd
s/about/smart-
campus/ 



Retrieved from https://www2.mmu.ac.uk/isds/about/smart-campus/ 



20170412 Stony Brook Smart Campus & IoT v2.pdf 



Retrieved from https://www.terminalfour.com/blog/posts/enhancing-student-satisfaction-with-smart-campus-
technology.html 



Retrieved from http://fortune.com/2018/08/15/amazon-alexa-echo-back-to-school-dorm-room/ 



Using data captured via research-based psychometrics, 
combined with individual SIS information, the BrightBytes 
Whole Child module analyses areas including SEL, 
engagement, safety, and environment, and  provides 
educators with deep insight into the mindset and social 
and emotional state across individuals, demographic 
cohorts, and the district itself. 

Retrieved from https://www.brightbytes.net/resources-archive/wholechild?fbclid=IwAR3NH8-
bpwg1OFMd3paL1_qgjKe51yrRam8SVK-zseaV2XmWPbI5J0tFx9o 



Retrieved from https://www.socialsentinel.com/platform 



Retrieved from https://www.socialsentinel.com/platform 



Retrieved from http://strangesounds.org/2019/06/school-
student-brainwave-detection-headbands-track-
concentration-levels-teachers.html 



Data analytics are presented as “speedy, accessible, 
revealing, panoramic, prophetic and smart”  

(Beer, D. The data gaze. p. 22; emphasis in the original).  

* Yes, I realise it is a white hand – but 
the field of programming/AI is 

currently very white and male and 
situated in the Global North 



(1) 
Humans 

perform the 
task 

(2) 
Task is 

shared with 
algorithms 

(3) 
Algorithms 

perform task: 
human 

supervision 

(4) 
Algorithms 

perform task: 
no human 

input 

Seeing Yes or No?  Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Processing Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Acting Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Learning Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Yes or No? 
 

Danaher, J. (2015). How might algorithms rule our lives? Mapping the logical space of algocracy. [Web log post]. Retrieved from 
http://philosophicaldisquisitions.blogspot.com/2015/06/how-might-algorithms-rule-our-lives.html 

Can Artificial Intelligence (AI)  and algorithmic decision-
making systems help? 

http://philosophicaldisquisitions.blogspot.com/2015/06/how-might-algorithms-rule-our-lives.html


AI impacts on more 
than ‘just’ teaching 

but on how we 
understand and 

validate  
knowledge claims, 

research, curricula, 
assessment and 

graduateness 



1. AI technologies can certainly play a 
role in helping human teachers 

work less hard – we should 
automate aspects of teaching work 

that deserve to be automated. 

2. What can AI do that human teachers cannot do? 
Under what conditions will this be ethical, 
appropriate and just? 
3. What aspects and decisions in teaching should 
not be left to the (sole) jurisdiction of an AI system? 



Four Laws of AI in Education 
1. AI is not an imperative that education 

needs to adapt to, catch up with, or be 
reshaped around 

2. There are many important aspects of 
high-quality education that cannot be 
adequately calculated, predicted or 
modelled through AI technology 

3. It makes no sense for education to reject AI technology 
outright – there is plenty of value in these developments 
4. We should move on from concerns over getting AI to work 
like a human teacher – AI, submarines and being a fish  
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